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GEORGIA POWER COMPANY'S RESPONSE TO INTERVENOR'S MOTIONg
TO COMPEL AND STATEMENT OF GOOD CAUSE, DATED MAY 6, 1994

I, INTRODUCTION.
;

Georgia Power Company ("GPC") hereby responds to (1)'Interv-

enor's Motion to Compel Licensee to Produce A.W. Dahlberg; Recon-
i

vene the Deposition of George Hairston and Schedule the Deposi- ;

tion of Thomas Beckham, dated April 6,'1994 ("Intervenor's
f

Motion"), and (2) Intervenor's Statement of. Good Cause to File

Interrogatory Questions concerning Illegal Transfer of control

and to convene Depositions Concerning Illegal Transfer of Con- '

trol, dated April 6, 1994 ("Intervenor's Statement"). GPC

opposesLthese efforts by Intervenor to conduct a substantial
t

amount of additional discovery after the deadline established by |

the Board. Written discovery in this proceeding started in April 1

1993, and deposition discovery was permissible after February'1,.

1994. Despite this generous schedule, Intervenor did not begin

|
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conducting depositions until April, a few weeks before the April
29 completion date scheduled by the Board. Given this failure by

;
'

Intervenor to move forward vigorously, there is no good cause for

Intervenor's substantial last minute requests.

GPC also opposes Intervenor's request to reconvene the

deposition of Mr. Dahlberg because the additional questions that

Intervenor wishes to pursue, such as review of the D2D-nuclear

budget and Southern Company " politics" in the early 1980s, have

no real bearing on the allegation of illegal license transfer.

Such immaterial questions are an insufficient basis for further

discovery at this late date.
|
; Further, Intervenor's counsel failed to provide the parties
1

with a copy of Intervenor's Statement by May 6, 1994 as had been

| required by the Licensing Board. Because this is not the first

deadline that Intervenor has missed (and, in fact, Intervenor's

counsel was specifically admonished not to miss any further

deadlines and so committed), GPC believes that Intervenor's

Statement should be stricken as untimely.

In addressing Intervenor's arguments, GPC is particularly

concerned with a number of inaccuracies in Intervenor's charac-

terization of prior discussions and rulings. Particularly

egregious is Intervenor's assertion that the Licensing Board, in

the January 27, 1994 prehearing conference, detcrmined that

Intervenor would have 30 days after the completion of depositions

to file written discovery related to the illegal transfer of

control issue. Intervenor's Statement at 2. Interrenor misrep-

-2-
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resents the record.
, ,

With respect to the January 27, 1994 prehearing conference,

Intervenor-states that, after the Licensing Board. chose April 29

'

as the last date to complete depositions,."Intervenor's counsel

advised the Board that Intervanor needed additional. time after

iApril 29th to put together;otherfd scovery documents (i.e.,,

interrogatory requests and requests' for admissions) ."

Intervanor's Statement at,2,' citing Tr. 231-32. At.these pages, !

the Licensing-Board.and the parties were discussing the additions
'

to' stipulations which Licensee (by letter dated January 24, 1994)

had proposed-be scheduled after completion of_the depositions.

When the Licensing Board proposed that stipulation additions

would be due on May 6 (a week after completion of depositions), 4

Mr. Kohn objected to the time frame on the grounds that he did

not have the resources to receive, review and digest-depositions

and put together other documents in this period. Mr. Kohn

proposed.a thirty-day period, which the Board granted,'as re-
.

flected by the requirement in the Board's February 1, 1994 Order

that by May 31, the Board and the parties ~shall receive proposed

additions to stipulations based on the interview records. At no

time during this dialogue was there any indication or discussion

that Intervenor needed to put together other " discovery documents-

(i.e., interrogatory requests and requests for admissions)." i

Similarly, at no time did the Licensing Board " determine that

Intervenor would have no less than 30 days after the cosplation d

of depositions to file written discovery related to the illegal ,

)
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transfer of control issue," as Intervenor now maintains. Egg

Intervenor's Statement at 2. Written discovery had been ongoing

for ten months, and it was clear that the deposition schedule was

intended to complete discovery on the illegal license transfer

allegation.

Because of this type of inaccuracy in Intervenor's pleading,

GPC urges the Board to take caution in accepting without check

Intervenor's representations. To place this matter in proper

context, GPC sets out the factual background below before ad-

dressing Intervenor's arguments further.

II. BACKGROUND.

Discovery in this proceeding commenced after the Board's

Memorandum and Order of April 21, 1993. Intervenor filed inter-

rogatories on May 4, 1993, of which a couple of dozen related to

Southern Nuclear's character and the illegal license transfer

allegation, as well as a request for production of documents on

this issue. After this initial round of written discovery,

Intervenor made no effort to ask further interrogatories related

to license transfer until May 1994 -- more than a year later.

During the January 27, 1994 prehearing status conference,

the allegation of illegal transfer of licenses was discussed. In

response to a suggestion by the Board that Intervenor consider
1

dropping that issue in order to conserve his limited resources, j

|
counsel for Intervenor stated that he would not drop the issue, l

i

that he intended to vigorously pursue that issue, and that he had
|
1
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adequate resources to do so. Tr. 215, 225. The Board and the

[ parties discussed and agreed that the schedule for completion of
i

j depositions on the allegation of illegal transfer of licenses :
;

would be April 29, 1994. The1 Board initially ~ selected Apr11.15,;
' l

,

,

]}
1994, as-the deadline but, at Mr.,Kohn's request, extended 1the '

~

. i

j deadline to April'29th. Tr. 231. 'The. Board then took'up the'

!
j topic of proposed additions to stipulations;following the deposi-
i . !

j tions and proposed the date of May 6,L1994.F However,:at the
; ,

i- request of Mr. Kohn, the Board extended the deadline for those '

j proposed additions to stipulations.to May 31,
. !r .

. . .

1994.- The Board's
1.
j- Memorandum and Order (Prehearing Conference Order: Schedule),
l' ,

' dated February 1,.1994, required, in part, that

4. All depositions concerning the-contention on alleged
,

{ illegal transfer of. operating authority (the.2.206 matter)
; will be completed by Friday, April 29,.1994. ;
;
I 5. By COB May 31, 1994, the parties and the Board shall 1

; receive proposed additions to stipulations based'on the
; interview records. All requests for stipulations shall be ;

filed by this time, with.the exception of stipulations for'

; which good cause for late filing is shown.
~

; A month went by after this order without Intervenor taking
| 4

any steps to depose witnesses. On March 1,.1994, another status
'

,

!
j conference (not transcribed) was held at the. Licensing Board's
:

offices. Immediately prior to the conference, counsel for the
,

4

| parties met to discuss discovery matters. Before and during the
i

j conference, Intervenor stated that he would like to depose GPC-

i witnesses during the week of April 4, 1994 (letting yet a second
1-

i
' F The Board was working from a schedule proposed by GPC's
'

counsel. Egg letter from John Lamberski to the Licensing Board,
dated January 24, 1994.-

'

:
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month pass). The parties also discussed the stipulations which

GPC had proposed to the other parties on February 3, 1994,

concerning the illegal license transfer allegation. During the

conference, it was agreed that the initial responses of the NRC

Staff and Intervenor to those proposed stipulations would be

submitted "soon" and by March 11, 1994, respectively. It was

further agreed that following the depositions which Intervenor

planned to conduct, he would provide an additional response to

GPC's proposed stipulations. The date agreed upon for Interven-

or's additional stipulations was April 15, 1994. Egg letter from

Ernest L. Blake, Jr. to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board,

dated March 2, 1994, memorializing the agreements reached on

March 1, 1994.

On March 8, 1994, counsel for Intervenor provided GPC with a

list of ten witnesses he wanted to depose. Egg letter from Ms.

Mary Jane Wilnoth to John Lamberski, dated March 8, 1994, a copy

of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A. There was no indica-

tion provided by Intervenor's counsel that this was a preliminary
list or a "first round" of depositions, and GPC understood it to

be complete. GPC voluntarily arranged these depositions and

subsequently rescheduled them to accommodate Intervenor's counsel

a number of times. On the Friday before the week when the

depositions were to occur, Intervenor's counsel requested two

additional depositions (Messrs. Hairston and Chesnut); GPC

accommodated Intervenor.

i

-6- |
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The following depositions were conducted.during the weeks of

; April 4 and April 11:

! April 6: Messrs. A.W. Dahlberg and C.K. McCoy
| April 7:- Messrs.-G. Johnson and A.L. Mosbaugh-
j April 8: Mr. G.H. Baker

'

April 9: Mr. M.B. Hobby
&

April 11: Mr. S.H. Chesnut.
1 April 12: Mr. D. Smith ,

April 13: .Mr. W.G. Hairston, III-
j April 14: Messrs. R.P. Mcdonald and J.M. Farley;

:
j of these, the depositions of Messrs. Mosbaugh. and: Hobby were
i .

.

j taken by GPC and the remainder-were'taken by Intervenor.

|

|
Three other depositions scheduled for this period were not

l' ' conducted at Intervenor's request. Intervenor cancelled deposi-
1

j tions of Messrs. Glenn and Evans a-few hours before they'were to.

i
'take place. Intervenor's counsel alsoLdecided-not to depose:

| Mr. Beckham at the time previously. agreed (April 15), in order to

attend a deposition in another case..
1

j On April 11, 1994, counsel for the parties, who met in the
j

Atlanta offices of Troutman; Sanders, participated in a telephonic1

;

j status conference with the Licensing Board,'which was not tran-
1

j scribed. During that conference, GPC learned for the.first time

i
i that counsel for Intervenor wanted to conduct additional deposi-

I tions which he represented were necessary to " fill in gaps in
i .

-. .

: peoples' recollections." Counsel for GPC requested Intervenor's
i
4 counsel to provide GPC with a list of deponents so that the
i
j- depositions could be scheduled prior to the April 29, 1994-

deadline. Mr. Kohn said he could not identify those individuals

until he had reviewed the transcripts of the first round of

-7-
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depositions. Mr. KohnEdid state that he wanted to further depose

Mr. Dahlberg on the matters to which GPC counsel objected during

his April 6, 1994 deposition. Finally, Intervenor's counsel
i

stated that he wanted to file additional. written interrogatories

on the issue of' illegal license transfer.. The Licensing Board

proposed a deadline for all discovery on the-illegal license

transfer issue of April 29, 1994, to which Intervenor's counsel
,

did not object. |

On April 12, 1994, the Licensing Board issued a Memorandum

and Order,(April 11 Status Conference Results) requiring, among

other things, that:

1. With the exception of matters covered,by paragraph
2-of this order, all discovery (including any additional
depositions, interrogatories, and responses to pending
requests for admissions) related to the alleged illegal-
transfer of authority.over Vogtle.shall be completed by
April 29, 1994. (emphasis supplied)

2. By April 29, 1994, Mr. Mosbaugh shall file a motion
covering all disputed discovery issues related to the testi-
mony of Mr. Dahlberg. This motion shall contain all inter-
rogatories or requests for documents that Mr. Mosbaugh plans-
to make on these issues.

On April 20, 1994, GPC's counsel, John'Lamberski, was orally

notified by Ms. Mary Jane Wilmoth, Mr. Kohn's associate, of

twelve additional depositions, including Mr. Dahlberg, which.

Intervenor was requesting. By this time, half the. time available

between April 11 and April 29 had already expired. Ms. Wilmoth '
.

said that Mr. Kohn wanted to conduct these depositions beginning '

on April 27 and continuing into the week of May 2, 1994, although ;

no request for an extension of the Board's April 29 deadline had

-8-
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been requested or granted.F

GPC's counsel informed Ms. Wilmoth that the request for j

additional depositions ~was inconsistent with the Board's deadline

of April 29, 1994, and was therefore troubling, and.that he

needed to speak with Mr. Kohn that day,(April 20). Ms. Wilmoth I

!
said that Mr. Kohn could call GPC's counsel after 5:00 p.m. since ;

'the hearings that they were. involved with-in Virginia that day

concluded at 5:00 p.m. GPC's counsel'did not: hear.from Mr.-Kohn-
4

and sent a letter stating that he would request the Licensing.

Board to address the' matter during the telephonic status confer- |

ence scheduled for'the following day. 133 letter from John
Lamberski to Michael.Kohn, dated ~ April 20, 1994, attached hereto

as Exhibit B.

L on April 21, 1994, GPC's counsel received a call from Mr.

Kohn's receptionist who stated that Mr. Kohn would not be able to

participate in the status conference scheduled for 2:00 p.m. that
i >

L day. GPC's counsel said that he could not agree to. reschedule

the conference and asked to speak with Mr. Kohn about the matter.

Mr. Kohn's receptionist said that was:not possible since.Mr. Kohn

was in a hearing all day and would not be available until after

5:00 p.m. Nevertheless, prior to 2:00 p.m. that day, GPC's ,

F Intervenor states, "On April-20, 1994,'Intervenor advised
Licensee's counsel that Intervenor planned to conduct depositions,

on April 27 - 29 and asked that Licensee' reserving [ sic) the week
'

of May 2nd to complete any depositions not. completed by April 29."
Intervenor's Statement at 8. This representation, which is
discussed infra in GPC's response to Intervenor's Statement, is
inaccurate. The communication clearly indicated that Intervenor's
counsel wished to schedule and conduct depositions during the week
of May 2.

'

-9-
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counsel heard from Mr. Kohn, who stated that he could not partic-

ipate in the conference call and wanted to reschedule the call

until Monday, April 25, 1994. GPC's counsel informed Mr. Kohn ' I

that the matter of who would be deposed on April.27, 28 and 29

needed to be resolved as soon as possible and suggested that.the

conference call take place after 5:00 p.m. that day, or first=

thing the following morning. Mr.-Kohn said he could not partici-

pate in-the conference that day because he had to check out of

his hotel and he would not be available in his office until 2:00

p.m. on April 22- 1994. As a result,- the time set for the
,

,

t

conference was 2:00 p.m. on April 22, 1994.

On April 20 or121, GPC learned'that Mr. Kohn had instructed-

the court reporters not to make transcripts of the depositions he

had conducted.2/ This was significant for two' reasons. ' First,

Interver or had represented that he needed to review deposition

transcripts in order to identify gaps that needed to be filled by

further depositions. Second, Intervenor had previously sought

and obtained a May.31 deadline for: additions to stipulations on

the grounds that he needed time to' digest deposition transcripts.
,

Intervenor's decision not to prepare transcripts. raises questions

concerning the sincerity of these prior representations. -

Mr. Kohn has represented to the Licensing Board that he in-

structed the court reporters to notify the other parties that

S

2' The depositions of Messrs. Dahlberg and McCoy were apparent-
ly transcribed by one of the reporters before Mr. Kohn'siinstruc-
tion was received. A brief conversation among counsel at the end
of Mr..G.H. Baker's deposition was also_later transcribed at the
Board's-request.

10 --
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certain transcripts would not be prepared. Tr. 319. No such j
;

notification was provided as of April 20 or 21, when GPC's

counsel contacted the court reporters to check on the status.of

the transcripts and GPC first learned'of Mr.-Kohn's instruction..

The NRC apparently first learned of this when informed by GPC-

during the April 22 conference. call. Egg Tr. 255.

On April 22,.1994, the telephonic status conference was

held. Mr. Kohn's request.for additional' depositions was the

i
primary topic of discussion. GPC's counsel ~ informed'the Board 1

and the NRC Staff counsel of the history of the discussions,

agreements and Board rulings covering depositions on the illegal-

license transfer allegation. 'After GPC's counsel mentioned he.
.

had learned that Intervenor's counsel had cancelled deposition j

transcripts, Mr. Kohn became emotionally upset and the discussion

was diverted to Mr. Kohn's state of mind. Tr. 254-55.

As a result of Mr. Kohn's condition, the Licensing Board

suspended that portion of the Board's April 12,.1994 order

concerning the April 29, 1994 deadline forJdiscovery and re-

scheduled the status conference for May 3, 1994. Tr. 272, 283.

The Board specifically retained in effect.the. Board's April 12,

1994 requirement (1 2) that motions concerning the deposition of

Mr. Dahlberg be filed by April 29, and the Board urged Interven-

or's counsel to complete as many of his tasks as he could. Tr.

289. Mr. Kohn was also instructed by the Board to provide an

explanation by Monday, April 25, 1994, of his' understanding of. |

his obligation under NRC's Rules of Practice to prepare tran-

11 --
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scripts of the depositions. Tr. 275. Mr. Kohn did not file his

explanation regarding deposition transcripts until May 2, 1994,

and, as of May 3, 1994, he had not filed any motion with respect I

to Mr. Dahlberg's deposition. |
|

The next status conference was held at the ASLB offices on )

May 3, 1994. The Licensing Board ruled that discovery concerning

the illegal license transfer issue would proceed separately from

the diesel starts issue, and that the deadline for discovery of

April 29, 1994 would not be disturbed except for good cause. Tr.

298-99. The Licensing Board admonished Intervenor's Counsel for

failing to comply with the Board's order to file, by April 25,

1994, an explanation of his obligation to prepare transcripts of

depositions. Tr. 298. Later, when Mr. Kohn attempted to argue a

motion with respect to reconvening the deposition of Mr. Dahl-

berg, GPC counsel pointed out that, on April 22nd, the Board

specifically preserved the April 29th deadline for motions

respecting Mr. Dahlberg's deposition. Tr. 331-32 citing Tr. 289.

Thereafter, the Board observed that Intervenor's counsel did not

have a systematic way of keeping t. rack of his obligations to

Board and didn't even know when those obligations had not been

fulfilled. The Board specifically warned Intervenor that if

there were any other deadlines missed in this case, Intervenor

would not be permitted to make up the filing and that "[t]his is

the last time on a deadline waiver." Tr. 334-35. Intervenor

accepted this stipulation and stated that "as a firm we are

committed to making sure that all these deadlines are completely

- 12 -
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fulfilled in the future." Tr. 335.

During the May 3,.1994 status conference, the Licensing

Board also ruled that by Friday, May 6th, at the close of busi-

ness, there should be a filing by Intervenor received by all the

parties, with respect to his allegation of illegal transfer of

licenses, including (1) all objections arising out of deposi-

tions, including Mr. Dahlberg's deposition, (2) a showing of good

cause why Intervenor should be permitted to serve additional

interrogatories,F (3) a showing of good cause why Intervenor

should be permitted to request additional depositions, and (4) a

showing of good cause why Intervenor should be permitted to

request production of further transcripts of the Mosbaugh tapes

which have been prepared by counsel for GPC.F Tr. 348-49, 356,

362. The Licensing Board permitted the NRC Staff and GPC to file

responses (to Intervenor's May 6, 1994 filings) to be received by

the Board and the parties by May 13, 1994. Tr. 349. The Board

also required Intervenor to provide GPC and the NRC Staff with

its list of witnesses on the illegal license transfer allegation,

subject to later amendment, by May 6, 1994. Tr. 387.

On May 6, 1994, Intervenor provided by facsimile his witness |

list and Intervenor's Motion to Compel, though the latter was
!

received by GPC after close of business. Attached to the witness l

F The Board required Intervenor's counsel to make this showing
as to each and every one of the interrogatories. Tr. 348. 1

F Intervenor has withdrawn his Motion to Compel Tape Tran-
scripts, dated May 2, 1994, and it is, therefore, not addressed
further in this response.

- 13 -
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list was a certificate, attesting that a third document --

Intervenor's Statement -- was also being served by facsimile on

May 6. However, Intervenor did not telecopy.this document to the
>

parties on May 6 and GPC did not receive it until it arrived in

the mail the next week.F Sag letter from David R. Lewis to

Michael D. Kohn, dated May 12, 1994, attached hereto as Exhibit

C; letter from Charles A. Barth to Michael D. Kohn, dated May 9, '

1994, attached as Exhibit D.

On May 10, 1994, GPC counsel requested and received from NRC

Staff counsel consent to an. extension of the May 13, 1994 dead-

line for filing responses to Intervenor's Motion and Statement.

GPC counsel, David Lewis,'also telephoned' Michael Kohn to' request

his consent to an extension of the time to file GPC's responsive

filing and reserved the right to oppose Intervenor's filings for

failure to timely serve GPC. Mr. Kohn responded in writing and

consented to an extension for GPC's filing to close of business
,

on May 16, 1994. Egg letter from Michael D. Kohn to David R.

Lewis, dated May 10, 1994, attached as Exhibit E On May 10,
~

1994, GPC's counsel contacted Judge.Bloch's office and was

granted an extension'for GPC's responsive filing until close of

business on May 16, 1994.

.

I

F GPC's Washington counsel received L a copy of Intervenor's :
Statement by mail on May 10th. GPC's Atlanta counsel received a ;

copy of Intervenor's Motion and Intervenor's Statement by mail'from
.

I

Intervenor on May 11, 1994.
f

- 14 -
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III. ARGUMENT.

A. INTERVENOR'S STATEMENT OF GOOD CAUSE SHOULD BE
DISMISSED FOR FAILURE TO TIMELY SERVE GPC COUNSEL.

The Licensing Board admonished Intervenor's Counsel on

May 3, 1994, to comply with the Board's orders. Tr. 298. The

Board specifically warned Intervenor that if there were any other

deadlines missed in this case, Intervenor would not be permitted

to make up the filing. Tr. 334-35. Intervenor accepted this
i

stipulation and committed to make sure all deadlines are com- i

l

pletely fulfilled. Tr. 335. Yet only three days later, Interve- |
nor again' failed to comply with the Board's order.

As discussed above, the Board directed Intervenor to file.

Intervenor's Motion and Statement so that it was received by the

Board and the parties before close of business on May 6, 1994.

Despite the Board's clear instructions and admonition, Intervenor

failed to provide Intervenor's Statement to the parties on May 6,
1994.

Intervenor has not shown good cause for its failure to

comply with the Board's directive. Intervenor's May 10, 1994
i

letter (Exhibit E) suggests that GPC bears the burden of ensuring

proper service of Intervenor's filings to it (asserting that the

only reason the filings were not received was due to trouble with

the fax machines on GPC's end). However, as explained in the May

12, 1994 letter of Mr. Lewis (Exhibit C), it appears that Inter-

venor made no attempt to transmit Intervenor's Statement to any

of the parties when it was due on May 6, 1994. GPC counsel has

not agreed to accept the late filing of Intervenor's Statement

- 15 -
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and Mr. Kohn's May 10, 1994 letter fails to demonstrate any good
;

..

1 cause for Intervenor's failure to deliver that document on May 6,

*
1994.

B. INTERVENOR'S MOTION TO COMPEL MR. DAHLBERG'S DEPOSITION
SHOULD BE DENIED.

Mr. Dahlberg's deposition took place on April 6, 1994, in

J The Southern Company offices in Atlanta. The deposition was
s

scheduled to begin at 8:00 a.m. and end at 11:30 a.m. Prior to

the deposition, Mr. Dahlberg (who is the CEO of The Southern
;

Company) also agreed to make himself available later that day

after 4:00 p.m., if necessary. The deposition began late because

the court reporter retained by Mr. Kohn arrived late (approxi-

-mately 8:45 a.m. according to the transcript). The deposition

concluded at approximately noon. (Mr. Dahlberg delayed an 11:30

a.m. appointment in the hope that Mr. Kohn would complete his

questions.) At the conclusion of the deposition, Mr. Kohn stated

that he had completed all his questioning except for those areas

where GPC counsel had objected to the questions. Dep. Tr. 138.

Intervenor's Motion, at 7, argues that good cause exists for

his failure to file a motion, on or before April 29, 1994, with

respect to objections made during Mr. Dahlberg's deposition. GPC

disagrees. First, without the transcript of Mr.,Dahlberg's

deposition, Intervenor could not have prepared an acceptable

motion. Intervenor's counsel admits that he did not receive the

transcript until about April 28 or 29, a full three weeks after

the deposition took place. Intervenor's Motion at 7. Intervenor

- 16 -
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could have expedited the delivery of Mr. Dahlberg's transcript

but chose not to, making it virtually impossible for him to

prepare and file a motion by April 29. Second, there was no

indication, express or otherwise, that Mr. Kohn was operating

under any disability on April 11 during the status conference

when scheduling matters were discussed and the April 29th dead-

line was agreed upon. Furthermore, during the April 22, 1994

status conference, the April 29, 1994 deadline for motions

concerning Mr. Dahlberg's deposition was discussed and expressly

retained by the Board. Tr. 289. Finally, Intervenor's counsel

made no effort to obtain an extension of the April 29th deadline

before May 3, 1994 and, therefore, he should be held to the April

29 deadline for motions respecting Mr. Dahlberg's deposition.

Intervenor complains that he was prejudiced by being fore-

closed from pursuing questions of Mr. Dahlberg in the area of

budgeting. Intervenor's Motion at 2-4. Intervenor was permitted

to ask a number of questions in this area despite his refusal to

explain their relevance. Tr. 23-35. After about 15 minutes of

questioning on this topic, Mr. Kohn asked whether H2D-nuclear

budgets are reviewed at the same time as nuclear budgets. This

question concerning non-nuclear budgets has no apparent relevance

to the allegations of illegal transfer of control, and when

counsel for GPC again asked Mr. Kohn to explain the relevance,

Mr. Kohn again refused. Tr. 35-38.

Even now, Intervenor offers no good explanation why ques-

tions concerning non-nuclear budgets, or the time of such review,

- 17 -
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{ have any bearing on this proceeding. The only explanation
i

offered by Intervenor's counsel is that "(c)ontrol of an organ -

ization's budget is clearly relevant and central to whether GPC
'

l

failed to maintain control over GPC's nuclear plants." Inter- )
I

venor's Motion at 2-3. However, Intervenor's. questions related j

only to the internal workings of GPC concerning the budget and-
|

the specific _ questions objected to related~to the non-nuclear

' budget (i.e., the budget for GPC's fossil and hydro plants).

None of;Intervenor's questions inquired as to whom outside of

GPC's management was controlling the GPC budget. Intervenor has 1
l

already gathered more than enough. background information on the |
|

GPC budget procesr.; he has' received testimony _in that area from

Messrs. Dahlberg, Parley and McCoy in this-proceeding as well as

from deposition and trial testimony in the Hobby v. GPC DOL case
;

(90-ERA-30). For the same reasons, GPC objects to Intervenor's H

requests that " discovery on matters related to budgeting issues
~

|be re-opened altogether..." (Intervenor's Motion at 4).

Intervenor's counsel also complains that GPC counsel fore-

closed him from asking questions concerning Mr. Dahlberg's I

understanding of nuclear matters. Intervenor's Motion at 4-5.

Intervenor's counsel was permitted to ask Mr. Dahlberg a number

of questions which, for lack of a better term, constituted a " pop
quiz" on nuclear safety and regulatory matters. . Dep. Tr. 89-94.

Again, after asking Mr. Kohn to explain how those~ questions

related to the scope of the deposition, which Mr. Kohn would~not

do, Mr. Withrow asked Mr. Kohn to move on to another subject.

- 18 -
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Intervenor now claims that this line of questioning."was

critical to determine whether GPC's then President and CEO had

the capacity to comprehend what was occurring at GPC's plants and

whether he had the requisite competence to do so and, if not,

whether the SONOPCO project de facto CEO (Mr. Farley)-was the

only executive above Mr. Mcdonald who had the competence neces-

sary to adequately-control GPC's nuclear plants." Intervenor's

Motion at 5. Intervenor's explanation does not demonstrate a

nexus between this line of questioning and the allegation of

illegal transfer of licenses. Whether Mr. Dahlberg is as knowl-

edgeable about nuclear matters as Mr. Farley does not tend to

prove that Mr. Farley rather than Mr. Dahlberg was in control of

GPC's nuclear plants.F Further, Mr. Dahlberg was the President

of GPC and was not a nuclear officer. Intervenor points to no

regulation that requires a utility president to be a nuclear

expert. That expertise is provided by the officers and staff

specifically identified as having requisite expertise in the

Final Safety Analysis Report. In sum, Mr. Kohn's questions were.

immaterial and appeared nothing more than an attempt to annoy and

embarrass Mr. Dahlberg.

Intervenor next complains that his counsel was foreclosed .

from asking questions about past elections of Southern Company

Board members or officers or about Board politics. Dep. Tr. 125-

|

F To GPC counsel's best recollection, Intervenor's counsel did
not even ask Mr. Farley the same questions he asked Mr. Dahlberg. I

Mr. Farley's deposition has not been transcribed to GPC's knowl-
edge.

- 19 -
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28. Mr. Kohn has already explored this topic with other witness-

es and makes no showing how further questioning of Mr. Dahlberg

on Southern Company " politics" will help this case. He provides

no explanation why this information is relevant, or why this line

of questioning should be allowed when the Board has ruled that

Southern Company's character is not at issue. 37 N.R.C. at 105.

Finally, Intervenor asserts that he should have been permit-

ted to ask Mr. Dahlberg questions concerning how Mr. Hobby's

performance as a GPC employee was rated by GPC management and

about the " corporate response to Mr. Mosbaugh's tape recording

activity."I' Intervenor's Motion at 5-6. Both of these lines of

questioning relate to the allegations that GPC discriminated

against these individuals -- issues that have already been

decided in GPC's favor in the recommended decisions of adminis-

trative law judges within the Department of Labor. They are

irrelevant to the license transfer allegations before the Board.

Contrary to the assertion of Intervenor's counsel, at the

end of Mr. Dahlberg's deposition, it was clear that Mr. Dahlberg

would not be subject to further deposition on the afternoon of

April 6, 1994. By the end of the deposition, Mr. Kohn's only

remaining questions related to matters to which GPC counsel had

objected. Dep. Tr. 138. Until those objections could be re-

solved by the Board, no further deposition was expected and, to

the best recollection of GPC's counsel, there was no further

|

| l' Mr. Kohn was, in fact, permitted to, and did, ask Mr.
'

Dahlberg questions about Mr. Dahlberg's response to Mr. Mosbaugh's
taping. Dep. Tr. 99-103.

-20-
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discussion of that matter on April 6, 1994, before or after Mr'.

McCoy's deposition.

C. INTERVENOR'S MOTION TO SCHEDULE THE DEPOSITIONS OF
MESSRS. BECKHAM AND HAIRSTON SHOULD BE DENIED.

Intervenor could easily have scheduled the depositions of

Messrs.'Hairston and Beckham so that they would be completed'

prior to April 29, 1994, but failed to do'so. Intervenor's )
|

counsel appears to argue that, but for'the Board's. action on. I
_

April 22, 1994, he would.have pursued both-Mairston's-and' Beck-

ham's' depositions during the' time frame of April 27-29,_1994.

Intervenor's Motion at 9-10. -However, neither Mr Hairston nor
e

Mr. Beckham were among the! individuals which Intervenor' indicated '

he wanted to depose during'this (or any other) time frame. Edut .

letter from John Lamberski'to Michael Kohn,' dated April 20, 1994

(Exhibit B).2' In fact, until receipt of Intervenor's Motion on

May 6, there was no indication that-Intervenor still wished to
conduct further depositions of Messrs. Hairston and Beckham.

! Mr. Beckham was originally scheduled to be deposed on April-

L 15, a date agreed to by all parties. Intervenor's counsel,
!

! however, decided not to conduct the deposition at that time, in

order to attend a deposition in another case. Intervenor now

adds that his counsel was also concerned-about completing his

travel plans. These assertions merely reflect Intervenor's- ''

failure to pursue the illegal license transfer allegation vigor-

2' The list of deponents identified to GPC's" counsel by Ms. I

Wilmoth on April 20 are the same individuals listed in Intervenor's . :
Statement at'9-10.

|,

!
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ously, and his counsel's willingness to inconvenience witnesses

and other parties for personal reasons.

On April 15, when Intervenor decided not to proceed with Mr.

Beckham's deposition, GPC was willing to allow Intervenor to

reschedule the deposition, as reflected in the April'15, 1994

letter from GPC's counsel to Intervenor (Exhibit 3 to Interv-
enor's Motion). However, that letter instructed Intervenor's

counsel to schedule this deposition "promptly." Intervenor made

no attempt to do so and provides no justification for his tardi-

ness.

Intervenor has been similarly delinquent in pursuing a

reconvened deposition of Mr. Hairston. Mr. Hairston's deposition l
i

took place on April 13, 1994 and, by agreement among the parties, ;
1

was scheduled for a two hour period. At the. conclusion of the

deposition, Mr. Kohn indicated that he had additional questions

for Mr. Hairston and wanted to reconvene the deposition at a

later date. GPC was willing to allow this deposition to recon-

vene during the discovery period (i.e., prior to April 29), as

reflected in the April 15 letter, and advised Intervenor to

schedule such deposition promptly. Intervenor made no attempt to

do so, and he offers no good reason why that_ deposition should be

permitted now.

Mr. Kohn's "three-fold" explanation for cancelling Mr.

Beckham's deposition (Intervenor's Motion at 10) deserves addi-

tional comment. Shortly before April 15, 1994, Mr. Kohn advised'

GPC's counsel that he may not go forward with Mr. Beckham's

- 22 -
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deposition on April 15th, as scheduled, because he planned to

conduct depositions in another case that day. There was no

discussion between GPC's counsel and Mr. Kohn concerning when Mr.

Beckham's deposition would be reconvened.B Other than that

communication from Mr. Kohn, GPC's counsel was not advised of any

of the three reasons listed in Intervenor's Motion as to why Mr.

Kohn wished to cancel Mr. Beckham's deposition. GPC's counsel

did not discuss with Mr. Kohn where Mr. Hairston's deposition

would occur (GPC's counsel assumed that the deposition would

occur wherever Mr. Hairston was on the day that Mr. Kohn wished

to depose him). The Board and the parties in this case should not

have to adjust the schedule for this case whenever Intervenor's

counsel decides that schedule is inconvenient. Intervenor's

counsel should be held accountable for his schedular commitments.

In sum, Intervenor has not demonstrated good cause for his

failure to schedule, or even to mention, the depositions of

Messrs. Hairston and Beckham, so that they would be completed

before April 29, 1994. Nor did Intervenor's counsel make any

attempt to extend the April 29th deadline for discovery before

the Board did so on April 22nd. The events of April 22, 1994 do

not establish good cause for Intervenor's inaction prior to that

date. Furthermore, on April 22nd, the Board urged Mr. Kohn to

complete as many of his tasks ar could. Tr. 289. Between

& Intervenor's Motion asserts, at 11, that NRC Staff counsel
agreed to accommodate Mr. Kohn respecting Mr. Beckham's deposition.
According to the letter from Charles Barth to the Licensing Board,
dated May 11, 1994, this is not correct.

- 23 -
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April 22 and May 3, Intervenor's counsel took no action-with ;-

respect to the depositions of Messrs. Hairston and Beckham,

'

although he served five separate documents in this case. Even

during the May 3, 1994 status conference, Intervenor's counsel'

gave no indication to the Board or the other parties that he

intended to further depose Messrs. Hairston and Beckham.

,

D. INTERVENOR'S STATEMENT OF. GOOD CAUSE IS INACCURATE. '

As discussed at tho' outset of this response,.Intervenor's

recitation of the procedural history of'this casefis not'in

accord with the. facts. the Board-did not'" determine [] that
Intervenor would have no less than 30 daysLafter'the; completion- g

of depositions to file written discovery related to-the illegal

transfer of control issue." Intervenor's Statement at 2 citing -

Tr. 231-32. Further, contrary to Intervenor's counsel's asser-

tion (Intervenor's Statement at 4), GPC has no recollection of

Intervenor stating during the April lith telephonic status

conference that there was a serious problem,:for any. reason, with

his meeting the April 29, 1994 deadline for discovery. '

Intervenor also asserts that the Board's April 12, 1994

order "provided that Intervenor would have an opportunity to

conduct additional interrogatories after April 129th based on a-

[ sic]' disputed discovery issues that' arose during the testimony

-of Mr. Dahlberg." Intervenor's Statement at 4. The order

specifically-states that Intervenor's motion respecting Mr.

Dahlberg, which was due by April 29, "shall:contain All'interrog- !

- 24 -
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atories or requests for documents that Mr. Mosbaugh plans to make

on these issues." (emphasis added) Intervenor's Statement mis-

quotes the Board's order and omits the word "all." GPC does not

understand how Intervanor could reasonably assert that this

ruling permits interrogatories to be filed after April 29th.

Intervenor's counsel additionally complains that he was

placed at a great disadvantage during the April 11, 1994 tele-

phonic status conference because he was unprepared to discuss

scheduling matters. Intervenor's Statement at 3. Intervenor's
,

position is untenable.. If Intervenor was unprepared to discuss

scheduling, he should have said so at the time. Instead, he

engaged the Board and the parties. Intervenor's counsel must

abide by his own commitments. Intervenor should not be permitted

to renege on his commitments to the Board, NRC Staff counsel and

GPC counsel based on rationales provided long after the fact,

particularly when the commitments were memorialized by a Board

order issued the next day.

E. INTERVENOR HAS NOT SHOWN GOOD CAUSE FOR HIS BROAD,
UNTIMELY, AND IRRELEVANT INTERROGATORIES.

With respect to his newly filed interrogatories,H' Interve-

nor argues that he "was under the impression that he would have |
|

until the end of May, 1994 to file interrogatory requests and was |

concerned when the Board implemented (on April 12, 1994) an April

i

H' Egg Intervenor's Request for Interrogatories Documents [ sic)
to Georgia Power Company Related to Illegal Transfer of Control,
dated May 3, 1994 ("Intervenor's Interrogatories").

-25-
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29th deadline on the filing of interrogatory questions." Inter-

venor Statement at 6. However, Intervenor did not express his

concern and made no attempt to request relief from the unequivoc-

al discovery deadline stated in the Board's April 12 order.

Intervenor offers no good ext)snation why these interrogatories

were not filed on or before April 29, in accordance with the

Board's instructions.

Even now, Intervenor continues to ignore the Board's in-

structions. Noting that the interrogatories seem very general,

the Board instructed Intervenor to provide " good cause for each

interrogatory, one by one." Tr. 348. Instead, Intervenor

addresses his interrogatories collectively and in the most

general of terms.

Intervenor's only showing that he has good cause to file

each of his 33 interrogatories was made by identifying two groups

of interrogatories and asserting for both groups that they

" concern the area of inquiry Intervenor was prohibited from

questioning Mr. Dahlberg about." Intervenor's Statement at 7.

Intervenor's assertion is far from the truth. First of all, with

respect to the first group identified by Intervenor (Southern

Company Board Politics / Control over GPC's Board) Intervenor's

counsel was not prohibited from asking Mr. Dahlberg any questions

concerning control over GPC's Board. Second, the two groups

identified by Intervenor do not include all of Intervenor's

interrogatories -- nos. 6, 8, 10, 29, and 32 are not listed --

and no showing of good cause has been made with respect to the

l
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unlisted interrogatories. Third, many of the so-called interrog-

! atories listed by Interven9r are, in fact, document requests

(e.g, 3-5, 7, 8, and 12-14) or requests for detailed listings or

chronologies (e.g., 2, 15, 16, and 33) which Mr. Dahlberg was not

asked to provide, nor could he extemporaneously have provided

such detailed historical information. Of the remaining interrog-

atories listed by Intervenor, D2DA 21 them address Southern
;

1

Company Board " politics." A number of the interrogatories'

address GPC's non-nuclear budget process (e.g., 16-18, 21-23, 25,

| and 28), which GPC objects to for the reasons stated above 1n
~

response to Intervenor's request to reconvene the deposition of

Mr. Dahlberg. Only interrogatory nos. 19, 20, 24, 26, 27 concern
,

|

| GPC's nuclear budget.- However, Mr. Dahlberg answered all ques-

tions posed by Intervenor's counsel concerning the GPC nuclear

budget process. The last of the interrogatories (ncs. 1, 9, 11,

I 30, 31, and 32) concern matters which Intervenor either never
|

asked Mr. Dahlberg or which were asked and answered. Based on

the above, Intervenor has not shown good cause that his Interrog-

atories should be allowed because they " concern the area of

inquiry Intervenor was prohibited from asking Mr. Dahlberg

about." In addition, because it is Intervenor's position that

these interrogatories relate to matters which were objected to in

Mr. Dahlberg's deposition, he should have filed these interroga-

tories by April 29, in accordance with the Board's instructions

during the April 22, 1994 status conference. Tr. 289 (retaining

in effect the April 29th deadline respecting any motion concern-

- 27 -
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ing Mr. Dahlberg's deposition).

Many of Intervenor's Interrogatories are irrelevant to the

illegal license transfer issue and overly broad in scope. As

discussed earlier, questions concerning the non-nuclear budgeting

process of GPC (e.g., 16-18, 21-23, 25, and 28) do not appear to

have any relevance to this case and Intevernor has oft'ered no

explanation of their relevance. A number of the interrogatories

request information concerning the knowledge of GPC's co-owners

(nos. 9, 11, 28 and 29). In ruling on the contentions, the

Board's February 18, 1993 Order stated " lack of knowledge or

consent of the co-owners of Vogtle has not been shown to be

relevant." 37 N.R.C at 102. Intervenor also requests informa-

tion concerning GPC's internal budgeting process (nos. 13, 14,

17-20, 25 and 26) which has no relation to the illegal license

transfer issue. Many of Intervenor's requests seek "all materi-

als" 191ated to the formation of SONOPCO or which pertain to the

nuclear budget for Vogtle that were reviewed by various board

members (nos. 5, 12, 13 and 14); also Intervenor's Interrogatory

33 which requests the identity of "all documents" related to the

inter-relationship between The Southern Company and GPC is overly

broad and burdensome. There a hundreds of documents covered by

these requests.

Intervenor further asserts that he "was not in a position to

fashion interrogatories about budgeting related matters until

after the depositions of GPC's executives with budgeting informa-

tion were concluded and the extent of gaps in the information

- 28 -
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sought could be determined." Intervenor's Statement at 7-8.

Intervenor's counsel deposed and cross examined GPC witnesses

extensively in the Hobby v. GPC DOL case, during which he covered

the GPC budgeting process. Intervenor's counsel could easily

have fashioned interrogatories on the GPC budget. process without

first assessing gaps in peoples' recollections. Furthermore, GPC

finds it hard to believe that Intervenor's counsel would be able

to reasonably assess the deposition testimony of GPC witnesses

when he is not procuring the transcripts of those depositions.

Finally, Intervenor claims that he needed to reconvene the

deposition of Mr. Hairston in order to receive testimony from him

on the budget process before Intervenor could fashion inte:r-

rogatories. Intervenor's Statement at 8. GPC does not under-

stand how Mr. Kohn expected to both depose Mr. Hairston and

fashion interrogatories before April 29, 1994, when he had not

even scheduled Mr. Hairston's deposition as of April 22, 1994.

Intervenor's counsel also states that he "was prohibited from

completing Mr. Hairston's deposition and Licensee acknowledged

that it was obligated to reproduce Mr. Hairston for this purpose"

citing a letter from GPC counsel, dated March 1, 1994. Interven-

or's Statement at 8. No such letter exists. If Intervenor's
,

counsel is referring to Mr. Lamberski's April 15, 1994 letter,

that letter (which is discussed above) instructed Intervenor's |

counsel to promptly schedule depositions for Messrs. Hairston and

Beckham, which he did not do. Furthermore, Intervenor was not I

|

" prohibited" from completing Mr. Hairston's deposition; he simply |

, 29 -
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failed to complete it in the scheduled time.

F. INTERVENOR RAS NOT SHOWN GOOD CAUSE FOR CONDUCTING
ADDITIONAL DEPOSITIONS.

Intervenor's counsel asserts that "[o]n April 20, 1994,

Intervenor advised Licensee's counsel that Intervenor planned to

conduct additional depositions on April 27-29 and asked that

Licensee reserving (sic] the week of May 2nd to complete any
I

depositions not completed by April 29, 1994." Intervenor's I

Statement at 8.- This statement is not true. As documented in

Mr. Lamberski's April 20,.1994 letter (Exhibit B), Ms. Wilmoth

informed GPC counsel that Intervenor wanted to "begin the addi-

tional depositions next Wednesday, April 27th, and continue them

into the week of May 2, 1994." There was no suggestion that

Intervenor expected, or even hoped, to complete the twelve

depositions (eleven new depositions plus Mr. Dahlberg) during the

first three days and, obviously, twelve depositions could not be
'

completed in that three day period. Furthermore, many of the

individuals who Intervenor proposed to depose are upper manage-

ment officials of the Southern systemH' with busy schedules, and

some of these individuals are no longer employed within the

Southern system. Intervenor's assertion that "Intervenor could

have completed nine [ depositions) without requiring leave from

the Board to extend the April 29th deadline," is therefore not

& Intervenor's list of deponents includes Robert Scherer,
Kerry Adams, Louis Long, Edward Addison, Tom Peacock, Jeff Wallace,
Warren Jobe, Allen Franklin, John Meier, Fred Williams, George
Head, and Bill Dahlberg.

- 30 -
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credible.

There is no reason why Intervenor's counsel-could.not have

identified-any of the eleven additional individuals in his March

8,.1994 list of deponents. Intervenor's counsel was aware of

these individuals from-his involvement with Mr. Hobby in the

. Hobby v. GPC DOL _ proceeding (90-ERA-30) and in the Section 2.206

' petitions filed by Messrs. Hobby and Mosbaugh with the NRC.in
^1

1990-91. Intervenor does not assert that he learned of any of j

these individuals for the first-time:during.any of the deposi- !
. -!

tions of GPC' witnesses conducted in this proceeding.- Moreover,-

three of the individuals who Intervenor's counsel now wishes'to

depose were previously deposed by him in the Hobby v. GPC DOL

proceeding - Messrs. Kerry Adams, Fred Williams, and' George Head.

'Intervenor maintains-that' depositions of the eleven ~addi-

tional individuals are needed to " fill in gaps in the recollec-

tions" of the first round of witnesses he deposed. Intervenor

fails to identify such " gaps" sith any reasonable specificity.
Intervenor identifies no specific questions that could not be

answered. And because Intervenor instructed.the court reporters

not to prepare transcripts, Intervenor should bear the conse- j
quences of the lack of specificity in his pleading. Esa Tr. 337

|

(JUDGE BLOCH: "You see the bind we're in because there are no |

transcripts.").

1. Robert Scherer.- Intervenor asserts that Grady Baker

could not " adequately explain matters relating to the SONOPCO

project reporting structure." This assertion is too vague to

- 31 -
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respond to'and no references _to the transcript'of Mr. Baker's-

deposition are provided.

|
2. Kerry Adams - Intervenor asserts.that he was unable'tos

ascertain from deponents " matters pertaining.to the Management

Council's involvement and oversight over'the SONOPCO project." I

~ I
Again, this assertion is' overly vague. The; matters:to which |

Intervenor is referring are not identified. . The witnesses who -

were unable to explain those_ matters are'not identified. No

references to deposition transcripts are provided. Furthermore,

GPC's counsel doesinot recall that Intervenor asked any of the

witnesses a question concerning the GPC Management Council's

oversight of the SONOPCO Project.

3. Louis Long - Intervenor asserts that Mr. Long's report-

'ing relationship could not be adequately determined after com-

pleting the depositions of Messrs. Mcdonald and Farley. Interve-

nor_ received answers to all his questions of Mr. Mcdonald con-

cerning the reporting relationship of Mr. Long. GPC counsel's

recollection is that Intervenor's counsel did not ask Mr. Farley
any questions concerning that reporting relationship. Since

Intervenor has chosen not to transcribe those depositions, they

are unavailable to clearly determine what was asked and answered.-

4. Edward Addison - Intervenor complains that Mr. Farley

was unable to adequately recall his conversations with Mr.

Addison concerning Mr. Farley's role in the management of SONOP-

CO. Considering that these conversations occurred some.six years

ago, Intervenor's questions were adequately answered. Mr.'Farley

13 -=
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mag able to' recall generally'what he and Mr. Addison discussed. !

Mr. Addison is unlikely to recall anything more than Mr. Farley,

- and Intervenor provides no. explanation of what' additional infor -

mation is expected or why it is needed.. Intervenor is really-

fishing. ~Again, Intervenor's failure to'p'repare a transcript'of-

Mr. Farley's deposition prevents a more specific response,.and j

any doubt created by the 1ack'of a transcript should.be resolUed~

'

'

against Intervenor.

5. Tom Peacock - Intervenor. claims that Mr. Peacock's
1

deposition is necessary to fill in gaps in Mr. Farley's and
,

others' testimony concerning SONOPCO's budgeting process.- There.

was noi"SONOPCO budget" as Intervanor well knows'. Further, ,

Intervenor has reams of. testimony on the GPC budgeting process. . 4

- Messrs. Dahlberg, McCoy.and Farley: explained the GPC budget

process during their depositions-in this case'(agg,.e.g., Dahlbe-

; rg Dep. Tr. 35-37; McCoy Dep. Tr. 76-78) and afnumber of.GPC

witnesses discussed it in the Hobby DOL case. GpC also' objects {
i

to questions on the GPC budget process for the same' reasons--

stated above in response to Intervenor's request to reconvene Mr.
:

Dahlberg's deposition. GPC further objects ~to.Intervenor's j

'

assertion because he has not requested a transcripts of the

depositions of Mr. Farley and other witnesses or even identified ;

i

the other witnesses whose " memory gaps" he insists must be

filled.

6. Jeff Wallace - Intervenor wants to depose Mr. Wallace

to confirm Mr. Hobby's recollection of the Management Council's

33 - I-
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review of the GPC nuclear budget. Intervenor provides no expla-
'

nation why such confirmation is needed or important. Moreover,

despite Intervenor's representation that these depositions are

needed to fill in gaps in'the first round of depositions, Inter-

venor provides no reference to such gaps here. He merely wishes

to confirm testimony from Mr. Hobby's recollection. This could

have been done long ago.

7. Warren Jobe - Intervenor wants to depose Mr. Jobe for

the same reasons identified for Messrs. Adams and Wallace and

because Mr. Jobe had responsibility for budgeting. This vague

statement falls far short of a showing of good cause. Intervenor

does not identify any specific gap that Mr. Jobe will be able to

address; nor does he explain why further testimony or these

topics are important.

8. Allen Franklin - Intervenor wants to depose Mr. Frank-

lin because he was identified by Mr. Farley "as attending meeting

[ sic] Intervenor believes to constitt" a de facto SONOPCO board of
director meetings while SONOPCO was .nincorporated." Intervenor

received answers to his questions in this regard in the deposi-

tions of Messrs. Dahlberg, Mcdonald and Farley (ggg, e.a.,

Dahlberg Dep. Tr. 65-70), and has not identified any " gaps" in

recollection which need to be filled. Additional testimony on

this topic is simply redundant and unjustified.

9. John Meier - Intervenor wants to depose Mr. Meier for I

the same reasons identified for Mr. Peacock (i.e., because he

attended meetings relating to budgeting). This claim could be

- 34 -
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used to support depositions-of virtually |all GPC's, managers.

Intervenor'provides no explanation how Mr. Meier's testimony is

important to therallegation~of illegal license transfer.

10.-and 11. Fred Williams-and George. Head :At this time ;

GPC does not expect to call _either Mr. Williams or Mr. Head as

witnesses in this case.- Therefore, based on Intervenor's repre-

sentations at page 9 of Intervenor's. Statement, GPC assumes that

Intervenor does not need to' depose Mr.-Williams or Mr. Head in

this case.

IV. CONCLUSION.

'For the reasons stated above, Georgia Power Company respect-

fully requests that the Licensing ~ Board deny.Intervenor's Motion-

to Compel and Intervenor's Statement of' Good Cause, both dated

May 6, 1994. 'No good cause has:been.shown as to why Intervanor ,

should be permitted to conduct or. reconvene-any further deposi-

tions, or serve any additional written discovery requests,.

concerning the allegation of illegal transfer of licenses.- -

Furthermore, Intervenor's Statement of Good Cause was not proper-

ly served upon Georgia Power in accordance with the Board's May

3, 1994 ruling. 4

i
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Respectfully submitted,
,

'

,pe
hn LamberdRi 7-

,

TROUTMAN SANDERS
Suite 5200
600 Peachtree Street, N.E.
-Atlanta, GA 30308-2216

(404) 885-3360

,-

Ernest'L. Blake
David R. Lewis

| SHAW, PITTMAN, POTTS & TROWBRIDGE
2300 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20337-

,

!

(202) 663-8084
!

Ccunsel for Georgia Power Company

Dated: May 16, 1994

!

!

:

!
!
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00CKETEDUNITED STATES OF AMERICA
USMC

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

| Bafore the Atomic Safety and Licensina Boa % MM' 20 P2 :50
:
'

0FFICF i,F SECCT J:v
In the Matter of ) DocketNos.5-4Y4-ObA3'b

) 50-425-OLA-3-
GEORGIA POWER COMPANY, )

| et al. ) Re: License Amendment
). .(Transfer to Southern

i (Vogtle Electric Generating ) Nuclear)
| Plant, Units 1 and 2) )
( ) -ASLBP No. 93-671-01-OLA-3
|

[ CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
l
i

| I hereby certify that copies of " Georgia Power Company's

: Response to Intervenor's Motion to Compel and Statement of Good
|
l Cause, dated May 6, 1994," dated May 16, 1994, was served by

l! express mail, or, where indicated by an asterisk,-by facsimile, '

upon the persons listed on the attached service list, this 16th

day of May, 1994.

!
i

.. ) |
'

hn LamberAki " '
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of
GEORGIA POWER COMPANY, * Docket Nos. 50-424-OLA-3

g1 Al. * 50-425-OLA-3
*

*

(Vogtle Electric * Re: License' Amendment
Generating Plant, * (Transfer to Southern
Units 1 and 2) * Nuclear)

*

* ASLBP No. 93-671-01-OLA-3
SERVICE LIST

* Administrative Judge Stewart D. Ebneter
Peter B. E'och, Chairman- Regional Administrator
Atomic Safety and Licensing USNRC, Region II

Board 101 Marietta Street, NW
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Suite 2900

i Commission Atlanta, Georgia 30303
'

Washington, D.C. 20555
*0ff,1ce of the Secretary

* Administrative Judge U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
James H. Carpenter Commission
Atomic Safety and Licensing Washington, D. C. 20555-

Doard ATTN: Docketing and Ser-
933 Green Point Drive vices Branch
Oyster Point

| Sunset Beach, NC 28468 * Charles Barth,-Esq.
1

Office of General Counsel
* Administrative Judge One White Flint North
Thomas D. Murphy Stop 15B18
Atomic Safety and Licensing U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory

Board Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Washington, D. C. 20555

Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Director,

Environmental Protection
* Michael D. Kohn, Esq. Division

. Kohn, Kohn & Colapinto, P.C. Department of Natural
! 517 Florida Avenue, N.W. Resources

Washington, D.C. 20001 205 Butler Street, S.E.
Suite 1252

'

Office of Commission Appellate Atlanta, Georgia 30334
Adjudication

| One White Flint North
'

11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852
ATTENTION: Docketing and

Service Branch

!
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KOHN. KOHN, & COLAPINTO, Pt.:.-

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
' ^"*

5*7 FLQ90A AVENUE NW
WASHINGTON. 00.?OCC* 1850

:'02) 234 4663. FAA '202: 462-4*4=
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March 8, 1994

Via Facsimilg

-John Lamberski, Esq.
TROUTMAN SANDERS
Suite 5200
.600 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30308-2216

RE: Intervenor's list of deponents
Docket Nos. 50-424-OLA-3;'50-425-OLA-3

Dear John:

The following is a list of the witnesses we plan to depose.

1. H. G. Baker-
2. J. T. Beckham, Jr.
3. A. W. Dahlberg
4. Bill Evans
5. Joseph Farley
6. Lee Glen
7. Gerald Johnson
A C. K. McCoy
9. R. P. Mcdonald

10. Dan Smith

Michael Kohn will be contacting you this week with further
information in regard to the. scheduling of these depositions.

Sincerely,

M ry e Wilmoth

ces NRC Staff Counsel

!

'

% :.02

l

!
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EXHIBIT B-'

TROUTMAN SANDERS
^ ^ ,. . T. 7. .?.'.." . I'' .",7. .S I c . . h, .^ .7 '.. '

N Af sONSBAN.( PL AZA
600 PEACHTREE STREET N E. suite 5700

}ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30308 2296
TE LEPHONE 404 885 3000

FACS wtE 404 seS 3900
JOHN LAMBERSKI

DIRECT 404 885 3360

April 20,1994

VIA FACSIMILE

Michael D. Kohn, Esquire
Kohn, Kohn & Colapinto, P.C.

i 517 Florida Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

.

.

Re: Georgia Power Company (Vogtle' Electric Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2)
~

NRC Docket Nos. 50-424-OLA-3,50-425-OLA-3; License Amendment for -
Transfer to Southern Nuclear Operating Company

,

Dear Michael:

Today your associate, Mary Jane Wilmoth, telephoned and provided me with'a list of
twelve people that you wish to depose on the alleged illegal license transfer issue. : Your
associate informed me that you want to begin the additional depositions next Wednesday,
April 27th, and continue them into the week of May 2,1994 As Iinformed Ms. Wilmoth, I

- have a problem witn your request.
,

I do not understand the basis for your request for these additional depositions. Your-
request is inconsistent with the Board's April 12, 1994, Memorandum and Order (April 11
Status Conference Results). As a result, I plan to ask the Licensing Board during
tomorrow's status conference, scheduled for 2:00'p.m., to hear oral arguments on your
request at that time.*

In addition, I have received no response from you concerning my request that the
parties exchange lists of witnesses on the alleged illegal license transfer issue. ~ Counsel for

the NRC Staff has informed me that they plan to provide such a list. I assume that you will i

provide GPC and the NRC Staff with your list before mid-day tomorrow. Georgia Power
Company's list of witnesses for the alleged illegal license transfer issue is as follows: A.W.
Dahlberg, J.M. Farley, R.P. Mcdonald, W.G. Hairston and C.K. McCoy.

3

One of these people, Mr. Dahlberg, has previously been deposed in this proceeding and |

there is an outstanding dispute concerning any further deposition of him.

.

, _ - - -- ,s.y,r- .-.r, , ,, n .,, ,,m,. mg.,,_._,,.,,,m....r-.,- _ , , , , ,,.,m,ym,,.., , , , . , , , , * -.,w-,... __w.
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EXHIBIT B-(Page 2),

. ' ' TROUTMAN SANDERS -. .

me.= w.. w = 1

- Michael D. Kohn, Esquire .)
April 20,1994 ,

Page 2 )

1

|
Very truly yours,- !

1

|

'~. ,

|

John Lamberski
;
,

xc: Atomic Safety and Licensing Board i
<

Charles A. Barth, Esq. I
Mitzi A. Young, Esq. ;

|
|

|

|

|-
|

1
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L
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EXHIBIT C

SHAw, PITTMAN, PoTTs & TROWBRIDGE
............,~ewo,.......... co. .

2300 N STREET. N W.
saot PAmM Cmsoff OmiveWASHINGTON. O C. 20037 112g McLEAN. VimoiNIA 221o2-so04

(202) 663 8000
~

(202) 6 -6007 Las u o. o A aa 75ata

DAVID m LEWIS
(202) 943-8474

May 12, 1994

Michael D. Kohn, Esq.
Kohn, Kohn & Colapinto, P.C.
517 Florida Avenue, N.W.

] Washington, D.C. 20001

In the Matter of
Georgia Power Company,

Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2
Docket Nos. 50-424-OLA-3 & 50-425-OLA-3

License Amendment for Transfer to Southern Nuclear,

Dear Michael:

When we spoke on Tuesday, May 10, you indicated that you
would call me back in a few minutes with your decision on our
request for an extension of time to respond to certain filings.
I was therefore surprised to receive instead your May 10 letter
responding to the request.

In your letter, you suggest that I should have called you on
Friday (May 6) to identify difficulties in receiving the fax.

transmissions. I have checked with our telecopy personnel and we
did not have any difficulties receiving facsimiles on Friday
evening. The transmission of your telecopy to us late on Friday

interrupted and it appears that we received all the pages
,

was not
th.at you sent. Because you did not identify on the telecopy I

cover sheet the number of pages being sent, our personnel had no
reason to believe otherwise. The certificate of service was
located several pages into the package, after the telecopy cover
sheet and after the witness list, and therefore was not noted by

I
. our personnel. In addition, because you did not transmit thei facsimile to my office about 6 p.m., I had left for the day and I jwas unable to check the document myself. '

Your letter asks when Shaw Pittman and Troutman Sandersreceived your various filings. Shaw Pittman received your " Wit-
ness List Concerning Alienation of Control," " Motion to Compel
and Reconvene Depositions," and certificate of service at about 6
p.m. on Friday, May 6. The telecopy to Troutman Sanders, also
received late Friday, included only your witness list, certifi-
cate, and telecopy cover sheet. In your telecopy cover sheet for

i

1
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.? EXHIBIT C (Page 2)
e

SHAw. PITTM AN, POTTs & TROWBRIDGE
..............ew...............,c..........

Michael D. Kohn, Esq.
May 12, 1994
Page Two _.

the transmittal to Troutman Sanders, you specifically identified
that only seven pages were being sent to Troutman' Sanders. Seven
pages corresponds to the length of the witness list, certificate
and cover sheet.

On Monday morning, May 9, we obtained from the NRC Staff a
copy of your transmission to the NRC. It contained the same
pleadings that had been transmitted to Shaw Pittman on Friday
(i.e., the witness list, the motion to compel, and certificate).
Further, your telecopy cover sheets to the Staff identified the
number of pages that you had sent, which corresponded to the
number of pages of the motion to compel, witness list, and
certificate. We were therefore confident that we had received
all the documents that you had transmitted on Friday. It was not
until Tuesday, May 10, when I received your Statement of Good
Cause in the mail, that I learned that you had filed an
additional document by mail. Troutman Sanders received your
mailing on Wednesday, May 11.

I trust this answers your questions. Because you have sug-
gested that your failure to comply with the Board's filing sched-
ule was caused by difficulties with our receiving the facsimile,
I request that you check the record of transmission printed by
your telecopy machine on Friday to determine the number of pages
that was sent by you to my office, I would appreciate receiving
a copy of this document. Based on my review of the situation, it
appears to me that you made no attempt to transmit your statement
of good cause to any of the parties on Friday, when it was due.

Sincerely, i

David R. Lewis

cc: Service List

N:/0329/04SDRL,94
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- UNITED STATES'

[ [fk.1/ [ t] NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ~
.

!

*j f WASHING"C*d. D.C. 20666-0001,

% .~.. p* .. i

| May 9, 1994
i
I

!'
d

| Michael D. Kohn, Esq.
Kohn,-Kohn and Colapinto, P.C. ,

; 517EFlorida Avenue, N.W. l
'

Washington, D. C. 20001 i
ij

; In the Mattar of
GEORGIA. POWER COMPANY, et al.

(Vogtle Electric-Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2)3

; Docket Nos. 50-424-OLA-3, 50-425-OLA-3

'

! Dear Mr. Kohn:

The Licensing Board required the Intervenor to make certain

filings by the close of business May 6, 1994. I and the Office of

the Secretary. received parts of a Motion to compel and all of your

witness list regarding the alleged illegal transfer. Your

Certificate of Service states that a Statement of. Good Cause-was

also filed. Neither I nor the Commission's secretary received any

part of such a filing.

Sincerely,

&&h
Charles A. Barth
Counsel for NRC Staff

cc: Service List

,
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. . EXHIBIT E.

KO'HN, KOHN,?S COLAPINTO, P.C. |
- ATTORNEYS AT LAW

s

517 FLCAcA AVENUE. NW .
. WASHINGTON. DC 20001 1850

(202) 234 4663 e FAX (202] 462 4145 '
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May 10,'1994
Via Facsimile

David R. Lewis, Esq.
Shaw, Pittman, Pitts &.Trowbridge
2300 N Street,'N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

Re: Vogtle. Electric Generating Plant, Units 1'& 2
License Amendment;(Transfer to Southern Nuclear)
ASLBP No. 69-671-01-OLA-3 :
Docket Nos. 50-424-OLA-3; 50-425-OLA-3

Dear David:

I am writing to ' response 'to your . phone call to me. today
requesting a continuance to file a- response to Intervenor's
pleadings. filed . on May . 6, 1994.- You ~ indicate that you are
requesting' additional time to respond because of. difficulties in
obtaining fax transmissions. I wish to point out that-the first
document transmitted included a certificate 'of ' service ? for allthreeLdocuments and that the cover page,to the fax transmissions
includes a phone ' number to ' call - if you ' are having ' difficulty
receiving a- fax (I also note .that .in the middle. of' the- t

transmissions, Mr. Lamberski transmitted a 13- page fax to me which
interrupted the faxing process; that there was difficulty- in
reaching Judge Carpenter's fax machine; and NRC Staff's fax machine
would not respond on no less than six separate attempts).

Today you first advised me that you would like an extension,
which I agreed not to oppose if you could file by close of business
on May 16, 1994. You then advised me that, with this extension,
you may still file a motion to strike.- I am concerned that,.after
you received the certificate of service indicating .that three
documents were to be served last Friday that ' you waited until '

Tuesday to tell me that you .did not receive by fax all three
documents. Had 'your office called and reported a problem with the 1

transmission on. Friday or. Monday my office would have responded :immediately to correct the problem. I also note that if you needed
the documents and the delay in fax transmissions posed a problem,
it would have been easy for my office to arrange for hand-delivery
of the documents last Friday (of course, your office could have- :
sent down a courier to pick up the documents as you.have done.any. ;no less.than half a dozen occasions in the past).

Sh-
* 'e,

{
*
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EXHIBIT E (Page'2)

Page 2
Kohn to Lewis
May 10,'1994- M

,

Intervenor does not' oppose a continuance to include the last-
date in which your office or Mr.'Lamberski received a document.

,

Please let me know the earliest date and time'either.you or Mr.
Lamberski received each of the three documents transmitted ~ and I-will gladly agree _to consent to'an extension based on_the latest ,

-day to respond to the motion. transmitted. .If you do not wish to
provide this information, I will gladly agree to an extension of
time to until close-of-business on: Monday,' May 16, 1994. If it -

were not for the fact that the ASLB conference is scheduled for May
19th, I would'not hesitate to extend the filing date. I also note
that Intervenor had three days to file and, based _on your filing-
responses on May 16th, Licensee will have a-significantly longer
amount of time to file responsive pleadings (10 days ' ompared .toc
three)'. ~ '

Finally, should you decide to ' file a motion - to | strike, I
~

request that you forward a copy of this letter when you make your
filing. 3

' sincerely yours,

/A
.

*

Mienael D. Kohn !

i

cc: Charles Barth

i,

|

|

|

l
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